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Foreword of the Guest Editors
Algorithms for eliminating variables from systems of multivariate polynomials are essen-
tial tools in constructive algebra and algebraic geometry. The reason is that a number
of important computational problems in these areas can be tackled by elimination tech-
niques. In particular, elimination methods can be used for solving systems of polynomial
equations, a classical mathematical problem with a wide range of applications in many
areas of science, engineering and industry. It is therefore not surprising that elimination
theory has always played a central role in computer algebra and that techniques which
resulted from continuing research efiorts on this subject are the basis of a number of
practical algorithms in current computer algebra systems.
To review the state-of-the-art, report recent developments and exchange views on fu-
ture research, a special session on the subject was organized by the second editor at
the 1996 IMACS conference on Applications of Computer Algebra. The presentations
at the conference showed that there are many signiflcant new results including novel
ideas and advances on algorithms and software tools for polynomial elimination and the
applications thereof. The present special issue has been prepared to collect and publish
such results. The interest and productivity of research on polynomial elimination is re-
°ected, in part, by the number of talks given at the IMACS conference and the number
of submissions to this special issue: the former is 11 and the latter is 27. After a strict
refereeing and revision process, according to the usual standard of the Journal of Sym-
bolic Computation,y 13 papers have been accepted for publication in this special issue.
These papers represent some of the trends and achievements of research on the subject
in the past few years. We hope that this special issue will serve as a reference source for
further investigations.
The flrst paper is a survey by Emiris and Mourrain that unifles the existing work on
resultants, with emphasis on matrix constructions which generalize the classical concepts.
The authors present and compare the difierent formulations of matrices named after
Sylvester, B¶ezout, Macaulay and Dixon, as well as toric resultant matrices, and explain
how these matrices can be used for solving concrete problems.
The aim of the paper by Bikker and Uteshev is to interpret some of the original
ideas of B¶ezout and his successors in the language of modern mathematics and to ex-
plore links to recent investigations in elimination theory. In particular, the problem of
flnding an eliminant for a system of multivariate equations and representations for its
zeroes as rational functions of the roots of that eliminant is discussed. Gonzalez-Vega
and Gonzalez-Campos introduce one procedure for eliminating single variables for poly-
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2nomials with complex or real coe–cients by computing GCDs of univariate polynomials
and a second procedure for the global elimination of a block of variables for polynomials
with a particular structure. The flnal step in both procedures relies on a speciflc property
of a real-valued inner product on vector spaces over the coe–cient fleld.
Recent studies on triangular sets are highlighted in the paper by Aubry, Lazard and
Moreno Maza who investigate four difierent notions of \good" triangular sets and show
that they are equivalent. Moreover, Aubry and Moreno Maza describe, in the following
paper, a unifled implementation of four triangular sets methods and compare e–ciency,
conciseness and legibility of outputs by means of several benchmark examples.
Rojas presents a fast method for flnding an isolated point in every excess component
of the zero set of a system of n polynomials in n unknowns. He also obtains new explicit
formulae for the exact number of isolated zeroes and the intersection multiplicity of the
positive dimension part of the zero set. The paper by Gao, Li and Wang deals with
homotopy algorithms for flnding all isolated zeroes of polynomial systems in Cn. An
e–cient strategy is presented for constructing (flne) stable mixed subdivisions which
uses a single lifting instead of costly recursive liftings.
In Richardson’s paper, the characteristic sets method of Wu is used to construct strat-
iflcations of subsets of Rn deflned by Boolean combinations of equalities and inequalities
among Noetherian functions. Yang provides an explicit criterion for determining the
number and multiplicities of real roots of parametric polynomials in an interval, making
use of a complete discrimination system.
Modular techniques are used by Noro and Yokoyama for computing the rational uni-
variate representation of the radical of a zero-dimensional ideal. The authors also discuss
the implementation of their method and its practical and theoretical e–ciency.
The complexity of Gro˜bner bases conversion is considered by Kalkbrener. He shows
that for two adjacent Gro˜bner bases the growth of degrees is at most quadratic, in contrast
to the doubly exponential bound for arbitrary Gro˜bner bases. Gatermann and Guyard
use the Hilbert-series-driven Buchberger algorithm for computing elimination ideals in
their study of algorithmic invariant theory. The applications in their paper are mainly
related to problems occurring in equivariant dynamics.
Finally, Wang explains how elimination techniques can be applied to examine the
relationship among difierent sets of center conditions and to search for such conditions
for Kukles’ difierential system. He challenges the developers of elimination algorithms
and tools to solve a large polynomial system in order to settle the open Kukles problem.
The review{revision process for the special issue took longer than scheduled. We apolo-
gize to those authors, whose papers were on time, for the delay. We want to thank Bruno
Buchberger and Bob Caviness for inviting us to prepare this special issue and for their
advice during the preparation. We are grateful to the referees whose expertise and help
have been essential for the quality of the special issue.
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